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Abstract—This paper attempt to analyze the income of women underemployment in Palembang. It discussed the factor those affecting revenue of underemployment in Palembang. The analysis technique used quantitative descriptive analysis. Statistical method used is regression with the dependent variable income of women underemployment, and independent variable of extra income, husband’s income and number of family members. The data used in this study were primary data drawn from questionnaires distributed to underemployment women in the city of Palembang. The variable husband’s income, additional extra income and number of family member partially had a significant effect on income of respondents. It can be concluded that women underemployment were able to adapt the conditions more when compare with the underemployed, with various reasons. Among others, husband’s income is more than sufficient to support the family income, with work that is not so heavy women underemployment can keep control of the household activities in Palembang.

Index Terms—Underemployed women, age, extra income, number of family members, husband’s income.
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